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RECURSIVE EMBEDDINGS OF 
PARTIAL ORDERINGS 
K.R.APT 
Introduction. Let S!I be a countable atomless Boolean algebra and let X 
be a countable partial ordering. We prove that there exists an embedding of X 
intod which is recursive in X, S!I and which destroys all suprema and infima 
of X which can be destroyed. We show that the above theorem is false when 
we try to preserve all suprema and infima of X instead of destroying them. 
Finally we indicate that if d and f!fi are countable Boolean algebras and f!J is 
atomless thend can be embedded into f!J by a function which is recursive in 
ef, f!J. If d is also atomless, then there is an isomorphism from d into f!J 
which is recursive ind, f!J. 
1. Preliminaries. Throughout the paper w denotes the set of natural 
numbers, and cf> the empty set. If X is a set and n a natural number then xn 
denotes the set of all n-tuples of elements of X. We say that X is a partial 
ordering on a set A (p.a. on A) if for some B C A X C B 2 and for all x, y, 
z E B . 
1) (x, x) E X, 
2) ((x,y) EX/\ (y,x) EX) =>x = y, 
3) ((x, y) EX /\ (y, z) E X) => (x, z) EX. 
If (x, y) E X, we write x ~x y. If (x, y) E X /\ x ~ y, we write x <x y. 
If (x, y) (}_ X and (y, x) rt X, we say that x and y are X-incomparable and we 
write x[[xY· 
z is called the supremum of x and yin X(x Uy= z), if 
x ~xz /\ y ~xz /\ Vt[(x ~xl /\ y ~xt) =>z ~xt], 
and z is called the infinum of x and y in X (x n y = z), if 
z ~xX /\ z ~xY /\ Vt[(t ~xX /\ t~xY) =>t ~xz]. 
By Fld (X) we denote the set Ix: (x, x) EX}. 
For the definition of a Boolean algebra we refer the reader to Sikorski [4]. 
Ifd is a Boolean algebra then 0 denotes its smallest element and 1 the greatest 
one. If x and y are elements ofd, then we write x ~ y if x Uy = y and x < y 
ifx ~ ya119x ~ y. Wewritex[[yif 1 (x ~ y) and 1 (y ~ x). 
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We say that .. 0' is a Boolean algebra on a set A, if every element of s;f is an 
element of A. 
In this paper we are interested in partial orderings on wand Boolean algebras 
on w. 
Definition 1. Let X be a p.o. on a set A andd a Boolean algebra. f is called 
an er~bedding of X intod if f is an injective function from Fld (X) intod such 
that for all x, y E Fld (X) 
x <x Y {=} f(x) < f(y). 
\Ve say that an embeddingf of X intod preserves all suprema and infimu of X if 
I) whenever x Uy= z, thenf(x) U f(y) = f(z); and 
II) whene\·er x n y = z, thenj(x) nf(y) = j(z). 
\Ve say that an embedding f of X intod destroys all suprema and infima of X if 
I) \1·henever x~!xY and x Uy = z, then f(x) U J(y) ~ f(z); and 
II) \d1cnenr x:ixY and x n y = z, then j(x) n f(y) ~ f(z). 
Observe that if x ~x y, then x Uy = y and x n y = x, so for any embedding 
f of x intoS"/, /(.Y) u /(y) = J(x u y) and j(x) n f(y) = f(x n y). Thus 
an embedding of X intod cannot destroy suprerna and infima of X-comparable 
elements. 
All the notions from recursion theory \\'e use can be found in Shoenfield [2]. 
In particular, Scq (x) means that x codes a finite sequence of natural numbers, 
andlh (x) isthelcngthofthatsequence. IfSeq (x) thenx = ((x)o, ... , (x)n1c.ri-1). 
If a = (u1, ... , 11 11 ) and b = (b1, ... , bn), then a* b = (a1, ... , a,,, b1, ... , b11 ). 
All the mentioned functions and relations are recursive. 
If A = { a1, ... , akl then x is called the code of A (x = (A)) if x is the least 
numL1erzsuchthatseq (z),lh (z) = kand{(z);:i < lh(z)l =A. Ifj(x1, ... ,x,,) 
is a function then graph (J) = 1 (x1, ... , x,,, y) : j(x1, ... , x,,) = y}. 
Definition 2. Lets'/= (A, U, n, -, 0, 1) be a Boolean algebra on w. We 
say that f is recursive in s>f if f is recursive in !A, graph(U), graph(n), 
graph(-)l. 
Similarly 1\·e say that f is recursive in d, ::18 \\·here ::18 is another Boolean 
algebra on w or that f is recursive in X, s;f for a set X. 
Definition a. Letd be a Boolean algebra. Suppose that A and 13 are sets of 
elements of d. Then 
I) if a 2 b for all a E A, b E B we write A 2 B; 
II) if a < b for all a E A, b E B ,,·e write A < B; 
I II) if l (a 2 b) for all a E A, b E B we \Hite A $ 13; 
IV) if a ff b for all a E A, b E B we write A ff B. 
Instead of !al <A \Ye write a< A. Similarly with other relations. Observe 
thatforeverysetA,.p < A,A < .p,<f> $ A,A $ <j>and.pf[A. 
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If A is a finite set of elements of .s1 then sup A denotes the least element 
a of d such that A ~ a, and inf A denotes the greatest element a of d such 
that a ~ A. Observe that sup <:/> = 0 and inf <:/> = 1. Recall that a Boolean 
algebras/ is atomless if 0 < x implies for some y, 0 < y < x. 
2. Embeddings destroying suprema and infima. In this section we prove 
the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a partial ordering on w and lets/ be an atomless Boolean 
algebra on w. Then there exists an embeddingf of X intod such that 
I) f destroys all suprema and infima of X, and 
II) f is recursive in X, d. 
We first present an infornrnl idea of the proof. Let Fld (X) = {a 0 , a 1 , •.• } 
be a recursive in X enumeration of Fld (X). \Ve want to build the required 
embedding by induction. Suppose that for i ~ n we already defined some 
elements b; of d such that 
a; <x ai <=? b; < b1 for i, j ~ n. 
We want to define an element bn+1 of Sil' such that 
(*) a; <xa1 <=?b; < b1 fori,j ~ n + 1. 
If we do not impose any conditions on b; - s we can be stuck. For example, 
if a0 < a2, a 1 < a 2, ao < a 3, a1 < aa and rt3 < a2 (represented schematically 
by the following diagram) 
r2 
/\ 
and we choose b0 , b1 and lh in such a way that bo V b1 = b2 then there is no 
b3 such that bs < b2, bo < h and b1 < b3. 
In order to prevent such situations we choose b; - sin a more careful way. 
For example, the above difficulty would not occur if bo V b1 < bz. Thus we 
assume that the elements /; 0 , ••• , h11 satisfy an additional property, namely 
that the set { b0 , ••• , b,,i is normal (see Definition 4). 
Let 
A = {b;: a; <x lln+i, i ~ n}, 
B = ~b;: a11+1 <xa;, i ~ nl, 
C = {b;: an+1f[xa1, i ~ nl. 
Then A VB V C = {b0 , ••. , b11 }. Observe that A < B, C :$ A and B $ C. 
Since A V B V C is a normal set we get from this that sup A < inf B, C $ 
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sup A and inf B $ C. We are looking for an element bn+i such that sup A < 
bn+i < inf Band bn+ilf C. Then ( *) holds. The existence of such a bn+i is guaran-
teed by Lemma 1. 
But ,,.e ,,·ant also to preserve our additional condition, so \\'e claim also that 
the set A U B UC U {b,,+d is normal. Lemma 2 shows that the required 
b,,+1 still can be found. Its proof uses Lemma 1, but in an appropriately 
modified way. 
Thus the induction step works. The obtained embedding destroys all suprema 
and infima of X which is an immediate consequence of the fact that for each n, 
the set { b0 , ••• , bn} is normal. 
Choosing at each time the smallest b,,+ 1 satisfying the above conditions (see the definition of the function g in the proof of Theorem 1) we ensure that 
the above embedding is recursive in X, s:f. 
We present now the precise proof of the theorem. We first prove two lem-
mata. 
LEMMA 1. Let s:f be an atomless Boolean algebra. Suppose that A U {a, b J is 
a finite set of elements of s:f, such that: 
1) a < b; 
2) A $ a; 
3) b $ A. 
Then there exists an element c of s:f, such that a < c < b and cf f A. 
Obviously Conditions 2) and :3) have to be satisfied if we want to prove the 
claim. The lemma shows that 2) and 3) are also sufficient conditions. 
Proof. At first we "modify" A to a set A' such that a < A' < b. We find 
then an element c such that a< c <band cf[A'. It turns out that also cf[A. 
Let 
A' = { b n d : d E A and a < b n d) U {a U d : d E A and a U d < b J. 
Suppose that x = b n d for some d E A such that a < b n d. Then x ;;:;;; b. 
If x = b then b ;;:;;; d, wl1ich violates our assumptions. Thus a < x < b. 
Suppose now that x = a U d for some d E A such that a U d < b. Then 
a ;;:;;; x. If a = x then d ;;:;;; a, which violates our assumptions. Thus a < x < b. 
So a< A'< b. 
\Ve can treat the set B = {x: a ;;:;;; x ;;:;;; b} as a Boolean algebra with the 
operations induced by s:f. 
xUy=xUy 
xny = xny 
6 =a 
i = b 
~ x = au (b n -x) 
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Let A' = {a1, ... , an}. We just proved that 6 < a 1 and 6 < -a 1 for all 
i ~ n. Let C = {b1 (\ ... (\ bn: for all i ~ n, bi= a 1 or b1 = -'-a 1}. Then each 
a1 or ...:.. ai is a sum of elements of C. For each i ~ 2n, pick an element c1 from 
C such that 
6 < c 1 ~ a 1 and 6 < c J+n ~ -'- a 1 for all j ~ n. 
of is atomless so the1·e exist elements d 1 such that for i ~ 2n, 6 < di < c 1• We 
can choose di - s in such a way that d 1 = d1 if c1 = c1. 
Finally let c = d1 V ... V d2n· We claim that c is the desired element. We 
prove at first that c[[A'. Suppose that for some i ~ n, c ~ a 1• Then 
6 < di+n ~ ai and di+n < -'- a1 
which is clearly impossible. If for some i ~ n, a 1 ~ c then 
C1 ('\ ...:... di ~ ai ~ C. 
Observe that for x, y E C either x = y or x (\ y = 6. Hence for k ~ neither 
ck = Ct or ck n Ct = 0. In the first case dk = dt, in the second dk (\ (c 1 n -'- d 1) 
= 6. So in L>oth cases we obtain dk n (c 1 (\ ...:... di) = 6. Finally we obtain: 
2n 
ci n _,_ d1 = c1 n _,_din c = u dk n (c1 n ...:... d1) = 6 
k=I 
which contradicts the choice of di. 
Observe that by construction a < c < b. We prove now that cf[A. Suppose 
that x E A. There are 3 possible cases: 
I) x[fa and x[[b. Then for every y such that a ~ y ~ b, xffy, so in particular 
x[[c. 
I I) x < b. There are two possible cases: 
1) a V x < b. Then n V x E A'. So a V x[[c. If x ~ c then a V x ~ c, 
which is impossible; if c ~ x then c ~ a V x, which is impossible. Thus c[fx. 
2) a V x = b. If x ~ c, then a V x ~ c, so b ~ c which is impossible; if 
c ~ x, then a ~ x, so a V x = x, i.e. b = x which contradicts our assump-
tions. Thus c[[x. 
III) a< x.Thercaretwopossiblecases: 
I) a < b n x. Then b n x E A', so b n xffc. If x ~ c, then b n x ~ c, 
which is impossil)le. If c ~ x, then c ~ b n x, which is impossible. Thus x[fc. 
2) It = b n x. If x ~ c, then x ~ b, so b n x = x, i.e. a = x which contra-
dicts our assumptions. If c ~ x, then c ~ b n x, i.e. c ~ a which is impossible. 
Thus cf[x. 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Definition 4. Let .s# be a Boolean algebra. A finite set T of elements of d 
is called normat if for all A and B such that A VB C T we have 
A < B implies sup A < inf B, and 
A $ B implies inf A $ sup B. 
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LEMMA 2. Let d be an atomless Boolean algebra. Suppose that for some finite 
sets A, B and C of elements of d, 
A < B, C $ A, B $ C, and A U B U C is normal. 
Then there exists an element a of d such that 
sup A <a< inf B, allC, and AU B UC Ula) is normal. 
Proof. Let S be a subalgebra of d generated by the set A U B U C. Let 
T =Ix: x ES/\ 1 (x ~sup A)/\ 1 (infB ~ x)). 
The set T is of course finite. 
Since A U B U C is normal we get from our assumptions and Lemma 1 
that for some a in A, sup A < a < inf B and all T. We claim that a is the 
required element. If c E C, then c $ A and B $ c. Since A U B U C is 
normal, c $ sup A and inf B $ c. Thus C ~ T, i.e. all C. 
It remains to prove that AU B U CU lal is normal. Let KU L CA U 
B U C. We have to consider the following four possible cases: 
1) K < L and a< L. We prove then that sup (KU la)) < inf L. We 
always have sup (KU !al) ~ inf L so suppose that sup (KU la)) = inf L. 
Then sup KU a = inf L, so inf L n - sup K ~ a, which indicates that inf L 
I\ - sup K rt T. There are two possibilities: 
I) inf B ~ inf L n sup K. Then inf B ~ a which contradicts the choice of a. 
II) inf L n - sup K ~ sup A. Then inf L ~sup A U sup K, i.e. inf L ~ 
sup (A UK). The assumption a < L implies, by the choice of a, that L CB. 
Thus A < L since A < B. So A U K < L. But A U B U C is normal, so \Ve 
get that sup (A UK) < inf L, which contradicts our previous statement. 
2) K <Land K <a. We prove that sup K < inf (LU (a)). We always 
have sup K ~ inf (LU ja)), so suppose that sup K = inf (LU la)). Then 
sup K = inf L I\ a, so a ~ sup K (J - inf L. This indicates that sup K U 
- inf L (l T. There are two possibilities: 
I) sup KU - inf L ~ sup A. Then a ~ sup A which is impossible. 
II) inf B ;;; sup KU - inf L. Then inf BI\ inf L ~ sup K, i.e. inf (B UL) 
~ sup K. But K <a, so KC A, i.e. K <B. Thus K <LU B. Since AU B 
UC is normal we get sup K < inf (B UL), which contradicts the former 
statement. 
3) K $ L and a $ L. We prove that inf (KU 1 a}) $ L. Suppose that 
inf (KU (a)) ;;; sup L, i.e. inf Kn a ~ sup L. Then a ;;; sup LU - inf K, 
so LU - inf K rt T. There are t\\'O possibilities: 
I) sup L U - inf K ;;; sup A. Then a ~ sup A, which contradicts the 
choice of a. 
II) inf B ~sup LU - inf K. Then inf B n inf K ~ sup L, i.e. inf (B UK) 
~ sup L. But a $ L, so by the choice of a, B $ L, i.e. B U K $ L. Since 
A U B U C is normal \Ve get that inf (B UK) $ sup L, which contradicts 
the former statement. 
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4) K $ L, K $ a. We prove that inf K $ sup (LU (a}). Suppose that 
inf K ;;;; sup (LU {a}), i.e. inf K;;;; sup LU a. Then inf Kn - sup L ;;;; a, 
so inf Kn - sup L q._ T. There are two possibilities: 
I) inf Kn - sup L ;;;; sup A. Then inf K ;;;; sup A U sup L, i.e. inf K ;?; 
~ sup (A UL). On the other hand, K $ a, so by the choice of a, K $ A, 
i.e. K $AUL. Now, AU B UC is normal, so inf K $sup (AUL), 
vvhich gives the contradiction. 
II) inf B ;;;; inf K n - sup L. Then inf B ;;;; a, which contradicts the 
choice of a. 
This completes the proof that AU B UC U {a} is normal, so the proof of 
the lemma is concluded. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Observe that the relation 
P (x) <=> x is a code of a finite set 
is recursive. It is easy to see that the relation 
T(x) <=> x is a code of a normal set of elements of s2/ 
is recursive to S'/. Define a function g as follows: 
(µa (a satisfies the claim of Lemma 2) if x, y and z are respec-
( ) _ ) tively codes of the sets A, B and C S9.tisfying tl1e con-
g x, y, z - ) ditions of Lemma 2, 
~ 0 otherwise 
Then g is a total function recursive in ,w. Fld (X) is recursive in a set X, so for 
some total injective function a(x), which is recursive in X, 
Fld (X) = {a(O), a(l), ... l. 
For any total function h(x) and n ~ 0, let 
A (h, n) = {h(k) : a(k) <x a(n + 1), k ~ n}, 
B(h, n) = (h(k): a(n + 1) <x a(k), k ~ n}, 
C(h, n) = {h(k) : a(k) !Ix a(n + 1), k ~ n}. 
Let/; be an <Jrbitrary element of .YI such that 0 < b < l. Define a function h 
as follows: 
h(O) = b 
h(n + 1) = g((A (h, n)), (B(h, n) ), (C(h, n) )). 
his a well defined total function. It is easy to see that his recursive in X, W. 
Finally define 
J(a(n)) = h(n) for n ~ 0. 
We claim that f is the required function. Observe that 
f(x) = y <=> j n(x = a(n) /\ y = h(n)), 
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so f is recursive in X, d. By induction on k, we prove that for all k, 
I) a(i) <x a(j) if and only ifj(a(i)) < J(a(j)) for all i,j ~ k, and 
II) the set {j(a(i)): i ~ k) is normal. 
Observe that the set {j(a(O))} is normal, so I) and II) are true fork= 0. 
Suppose that I) and II) are true fork. Then I) implies that 
A (h, k) < B (h, k), C(h, k) $ A (h, k), and B (h, k) ! C(h, k). 
Also A(h, k) U B(h, k) U C(h, k) = {j(a(i)): i ~ k) so it is a normal set. 
Thus the sets A= A(h, k), B = B(h, k), C = C(h, k) satisfy the claim of 
Lemma 2. 
Now, g( <A (h, k) ), <B (h, k)), <C(h, k) )) = J(a(k + 1) ), so by the definition 
of the function g, 
supA(h,k) <f(a(k+l)) <infB(h,k), 
f(a(k + 1))//C(h, k) and A(h, k) U B(h, k) U C(h, k) U {J((a(k + 1))) is a 
normal set. Observe now that for i < k + 1, 
a(i) <x a(k + 1) 8 f(a(i)) E A (h, k) 8 f(a(i)) < J(a(k + 1)) 
a(k + 1) <xa(i) 8f(a(i)) E B(h, k) 8f(a(k + 1)) <f(a(i)) 
a(i) !lxa(k + 1) ~f(a(i)) E C(h,k) ~J(a(i)) llf(a(k + 1)). 
Thus I) and II) are true fork+ 1. Hence by induction for all i and j, 
a(i) <x a(j) ~ f(a(i)) < f(a(j)). 
Since] is also injective it is an embedding of X intod. 
It remains to show thatf destroys all suprema and infima. Suppose that for 
some i, j, k, a(i) llx a(j) and a(i) U a(j) = a(k). Then a(i) <x a(k) and 
a(j) <x a(k), sof(a(i)) < j(a(k)) andf(a(j)) < J(a(k)). The set lf(a(n)): n 
~ max (i,j, k)) is normal, thus 
f(a(i)) U f(a(j)) < J(a(k)), 
i.e. f destroys the supremum a(i) U a(j). The same argument applies in the 
case of infinum of X-incomparable elements. This concludes the proof of the 
theorem. 
3. Embedding preserving suprema and infima. Let 
A = jx: Seq (x) /\ Yi(i < lh (x) => ((x) 1 = 0 V (x), = l))l. 
Thus A is tbe set of codes of all finite sequences of zeroes and ones. 
Let U and I\ be some operations on A satisfying the following property: 
If <k1, ... , kn) E A, 
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then 
(k1, ... , kn, O) V (ki, ... , kn, 1) = (k1, ... , kn) 
(k1, ... , kn, 0) (\ (k1, ... , kn, 1) = (0). 
Let Al be the Boolean algebra generated by ,si{ and by operations V and (\ 
satisfying the above property. It is well known that Al is (isomorphic to) 
the Boolean algebra of all clopen subsets of the Cantor Space. The elements 
of Al are just all the finite joins and meets of d. 
It is easy to see that._,/( is recursive, that is to say 
Al= (AJt, V, !\, -, 0, 1), 
where AJt is a recursive set and the graphs of partial functions V, (\and - are 
recursive. Al is an atomless Boolean algebra. 
We prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. There exists a recursive parrial ordering X on w, such that 
I) there is an embedding of X intoAl which preserves all suprema and infima 
of X, and 
II) no such embeddings are recursive. 
Proof. Let P(x) be a. ~ 2° - rr 2° relation. For some recursive R, 
P(x) {::=} 3 y YzR(x, y, z). 
Define a partial function gas follows: 
g(x, y) '.'.:::::'. (x, y, µzl R(x, y, z)) 
Observe that graph (g) is recursive. Define 
h(x, y) '.'.:::::'. (g(x, O), ... , g(x, y -'- 1)) where y -'- 1 = max (y - 1, 0). 
Clearly his a partial recursive function. Observe that 
I) (h(x, y) is defined and z < y) :=} (h(x, z) is defined) 
2) For all x [/..yh(x, y) is total 8 /..yg(x, y) is total] 
3)grapb(h)(x, y, z) 8 Seq (z) /\ lh (z) y /\ Yi(i<y :=} graph(g) (x, i, (z) i). Our ordering X looks as follows: 
((0)) ((I>) 
h(O, I) 
h (0, 0) 
< (2)) 
h (I, 1) 
h(l,O) ... 
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!\lore formally, 
X = l (((x)), ((x))): x:?; Ol U i (h(x, m), h(x, n)): x:?; 0, n:?; m ~ Ol 
U j(h(x,m), ((x))): m:?; 0,x:?; O} 
U i (h(x, m), ((x + 1))): x:?; 0, m:?; O)}. 
X is clearly a recursive set. Now let T be the following relation: 
T (x) 8 ( (x)) (\ ( (x + 1 ) ) exists. 
Then 
T(x) 8 A.yh(x, y) is not total, 
8 A.yg(x,y) is not total, 
8 3 y (g (x, y) is not defined), 
8 3 y (V zR ( x, y, z) ) , 
8P (x). 
Hence Tisa ~2° - II2° relation. 
It is easy to see that there is an embedding of X into~ which preserves all 
suprema and infima of X. Letf be such an embedding. Then 
T(x) 8 3 z(z E Fld(X) /\ CJ( ( (x) )) n f( ( (x + 1) )) = f(z)). 
Thus, if f \\'as recursive then T would be a ~1° set, which is not the case. Hence 
no such embeddings are recursive, completing the proof. 
The above theorem shO\\'S that Theorem 1 is not true when I) is changed for 
I') f preserves all suprema and infima of X. 
\\'e pass now to the problem of recursive embeddings of Boolean algebras 
into Boolean algebras. Abian in [1] proves the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. (Abian). Let..91 and :?J be countable Boolean algebras and let :?J be 
atomless. Leif be an isornor phism from a finite subalgebra Ji~ 1 of ..9/ onto a finite 
rnbalgebra !!d1 of :?J. Then for every a E ..9/ - ..9/1 there exists b E :?J - ff81 
such that the assignment f(a) = b extends the isomorphism f from the subalgebra 
of ..91 genera!ed by .#1 U !a) onto the subalgebra of Ed generated by :?l1 U lbl. 
Using this lemma, Abian gives an algebraic proof of the well-known theorem 
that two countable atomless Boolean algebras are isomorphic. In fact this 
isomorphism is recursive in the considered algebras. !\lore precisely, we have 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM :3. let.# and :?J be countable Boolean algebras on w and let :?J be 
atomless. Then 
I) there exists an embedding of s( into Ed (as Boolean alf!ebras) which is 
recursive in .#, :?l, and 
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II) if sr! is atomless, then there exists an isomorphism ofs/ and f!iJ which is 
recursive in s/, f!iJ. 
Proof. I) follo\\·s lry the repeated use of Lemma:~. I I) follo\\·s using Lemma 3 
repeatedly back and forth. It is clear that in both cases the constructed 
embedding f is recursive ins/, :JiJ. 
Remark. This paper is closely related \\"ith the \'an Emde Boas [2] paper. 
\'an Emde Boas proves there that c\·ery recursi\·e partial ordering can be 
recursively embedded into the Boolean algebra vii defined earlier. We obtained 
Theorem 1 independently of his paper. 
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